


The main building of the Hotel

was constructed in 1829 as a

school for European children in

the Nilgiris. As in the case of the

building of St. Stephens Church

the massive beams came from

Tipu Sultan’s Palace at

Srirangapattanam. These beams

were dragged all the way from

Srirangapattanam up the Singhur

Ghat by Elephants.
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Savoy-IHCL SeleQtions in Ooty offers
authentic and unforgettable stays and
experiences with 40 charming
cottages. IHCL’s named collection of
hotels are uniquely chosen for travel
connoisseurs who seek unforgettable
stories. Feel the solitude of great
open spaces, get a whiff of age old
traditions and re-discover the serene
and immersive Ooty in Nilgiris you
thought you knew everything about;
a SeleQtions stay is as exclusive and
personal as it gets.

Savoy is situated at 98.5 Km for
Coimbatore Airport and ideal for
business travelers as well as holiday-
makers.

Immersive SeleQtions Experience 



The hotel has undergone extensive
renovation in 2019, now it
possesses a very fresh look with a
New Lobby Courtyard, Dining
Room, Canterbury Bar, Banquet Hall
with an Exclusive Pre-Function
Area, Well-appointed Garden
Cottages and Spacious Vintage
Suites.

With extensive renovation, Savoy
has been functionally renewed, at
the same time the guests get to
turn back the clock and soak in the
bygone times as they toast to the
past with Old World Victorian
Charm.



Premium Room

Charming Rooms and Cottages  

SeleQtions Suite



Superior Room Junior Suite

Charming Rooms and Cottages  



The very English themes of the
restaurants take you back to the
grand colonial life enjoyed in the old
days. Relax and experience the life of
the “Burra Saheb”.

An old world colonial style restaurant
offering a multi-cuisine menu for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. An
epicurean exhilaration with exclusive
Badaga, Anglo Indian and Wellness
cuisine.

Our culinary team would also be
pleased to prepare dishes of your
choice in the most customized
manner, based on availability of the
ingredients in the given geography
and suitable advance preparation
time.

Dining Room   



A well-appointed Private

Dining Room for 8 guests

to celebrate an intimate

family affair or a formal

meeting.

Private Dining Room   



An old English style bar,

serves fine Indian and

international spirits, wines

and liqueurs. Savor

inventive Cocktails and

Mocktails inspired by Tea

Mixology that are curated

concoctions with exclusive

Nilgiri teas in its most

versatile form.

Canterbury Bar    



This modern and state of the art

banquet venue with an area of

800 Square Feet along with

adjoined pre-function area of

600 Square Feet with natural

light and garden view, an

exclusive vintage bar of 240

square feet is collectively best

for corporate events,

workshops, private celebrations

and dinners for up to 150

guests.

Ballroom     



For decades, Savoy name has been
synonymous with the most celebrated
cuisine and superior service known
around the world. Equally notable are the
ingredients of innovation, creativity and
careful selection of fresh, local and hyper-
local produce from our surroundings.

From simple to intricate, we have a wide
range of offerings to suit every taste,
along with beverages to complement
every flavor, you are served with a smile
for a unique and memorable dining
experience.

The vintage newspaper style menu offers
Western, Asian, Comfort Food, Cuisines
from various parts of India such as North-
West Frontier Cuisine, Tamil Nadu,
Badaga, Anglo Indian and much more.

Gastronomy | Menu and Food Philosophy     



Among all European traders Nilgiris
saw, British stayed the longest;
their influence was naturally even
deeper. When it came to food, we
managed to strike a good barter
too. They got us breads and we
introduced them to an array of
spices. The Anglo-Indian cuisine,
thus, became a mishmash of both
the worlds and it is the delicious
result of the British Raj in India.
Indian Khansamas (cooks) took
aspects of British cuisine and
amalgamated them with Indian
methods of cooking, spices,
ingredients to create this
delectable fare.

Gastronomy-Anglo Indian Cuisine    



Gastronomy- Anglo Indian Cuisine    



Badaga Cuisine Tamil Nadu Specialities

Gastronomy-Explore South    



High Tea is a great British tradition
that moved along with British
Officers to the beautiful town of
Ootacamund in 19th Century, in a
graceful and doting manner Ooty
embraced this culture and it has
become inseparable part of those
who love celebrating their lives as a
native here.

At Savoy there is just something so
appealing about the signature High
Tea. Old-fashioned tableware, pretty
local delicacies, sweet treats, warm
smile of the serving butler add them
to an afternoon of good company on
a beautiful blue sky day and you have
all the ingredients for the perfect
occasion.

Savoy High Tea   



Mixology is a colourful
combination of exceptional
taste, creative energy and suave
flair of mixing different
ingredients to produce harmony
on the palate.

Add home grown Nilgiris Tea,
with its limitless variety, to the
equation and it takes this craft
to a different level altogether.

It is the art of respectfully
combining nature’s most
indulgent beverage, with other
ingredients to produce Tea
inspired Cocktails, Mocktails.



Jiva Spa is rooted in the
philosophy that Jiva or “life
force” is the bedrock of
wellness.

It offers an authentic
luxurious experience with
treatments that are derived
from ancient Indian healing
wisdom, culture and royalty.

Jiva believes that a spa
unfolds a holistic path of life
that opens out channels to
nurture one’s life force

Jiva Spa    



Savoy Experiences and Activities



Signature Experience

Evening BonfireCroquêt in Front lawn



YOGA



Children Activity

Pony Ride Cycling



RABBIT FEEDING    

The most admired fun activity
for the children at Savoy.

These cool residents of Savoy
have great affinity for junior
guests and home grown
carrots, they are always out
of their burrow to make new
friends from across the world
and multiply their fan-
following.

Do you know: Some burrow
are as large as tennis
courts and extend 10 feet
below the surface.



Post Cards made with Old
Images of Savoy and
Dropped in 150 year
postbox situated at
Main Porch of the Hotel

Romancing the Vintage Art of Letter Writing    



Pallanguzhi

Artist Corner

Children Activity    



Table TennisVegetable Garden Visit

Activity at Savoy     



Basketball BoardChildren Play Area

Activity at Savoy     



Volley BallCricket

Activity at Savoy     



Other Activities at Savoy     

 Board Games-Carrom Board  

 Ludo/Snake & Ladder

 Chess 

 Spin Top (Lattu) 

 Photo shoot through a professional photographer 

 DVD Player on Request



Explore Nilgiris



ST. STEPHEN'S CHURCH
A breathtaking architectural marvel built
in the colonial times. The structure dates
back to 1829 and was built by the British
government. The date of the
commencement of construction was
cleverly chosen to coincide with the
birthday of King George IV.
The fabulous pale-yellow building of the St
Stephen’s Church bears testimony to the
geniuses of British architecture that
existed during those times. This grandeur
is also reflected in the painting of 'The Last
Supper' that can be found in the Church.
Various attractions that appeal to visitors
and tourists in the church include pretty
stained glass windows that depict a myriad
of different scenes, such as Mother Mary
holding Jesus in her arms.

1.3 KM / 4 minutes from SAVOY



BOTANICAL GARDEN      

Spread over a large area of 22

hectares, this beautifully constructed

garden is located in the heart of the

city. It was designed by the architect

William Graham McIvor in 1847, The

garden is home to more than 650

species of flowers and trees. it has

rare tree species like the cork tree,

monkey puzzle tree (as monkey can’t

climb this tree) and the paperbark

tree. One of the must see attraction

of this garden is a fossil tree that is

believed to be 20 millions year old.

3.1 KM / 7 minutes from SAVOY



DODDABETTA PEAK      

Literally translating to mean Big
Peak

Doddabetta is the highest
mountain in the Nilgiri
Mountains at 2,637 meters.
There is a reserved forest area
around the peak.

The summit offers an astounding
view of the nearby areas which
are covered with dense forests,
on clear days, one can see as far
as Mysore.

8.9 KMS / 31 minutes from
SAVOY



OOTY LAKE & BOAT HOUSE 

Artificial Lake constructed by John

Sullivan in 1824, surrounded by

beautiful eucalyptus tree with a

railway line running alongside. It was

constructed in the year 1824 by John

Sullivan, then Collector of

Coimbatore. The lake is skirted by tall

Eucalyptus trees while its waters are

fed by streams that meander through

the hills. Those who have a keen

interest in photography can surely

get some amazing clicks of water

birds along with the beautiful Nilgiris

mountain ranges in the backdrop.

3.4 KM / 11 minutes from SAVOY



Nilgiris Mountain Railway – TOY TRAIN 

The 46 kms long railway line was first

opened in 1899 by the British to

connect the hilly Ooty with

Mettupalayam on the plains. The

exciting toy train journey takes visitors

through several tunnels, bridges,

forests, waterfalls, tea estates and

forested hills. It has small blue wooden

bogies with large windows and crosses

almost 250 bridges and 15 tunnels. It

was declared as a UNESCO World

Heritage Site in the year 2005.

To book tickets: http://www.irctc.co.in

1.9 KM / 9 minutes from SAVOY

http://www.irctc.co.in/


PYKARA LAKE 

It has everything that a person on

vacation can ask for, right from

ambience, fresh clean water, comfort

to scenic beauty. Nature lovers,

photographers and adventure

seekers never miss out on this unique

and fun-filled place.

The Tamil Nadu Tourism

Development Corporation (TTDC)

also runs a boathouse, family boats

and speedboats can be hired to enjoy

exciting rides in the lake.

22.7 KM / 46 minutes from SAVOY



LAMB’S ROCK

The Lamb's Rock is on the way to

Dolphin's Nose, another viewpoint in

Coonoor. The mountain cliff around

Lamb's Rock stands at a height of 5000

feet above sea level and stand out for

its jagged look. Lamb's Rock provides a

panoramic view of Coonoor and one

can enjoy the sight of green lush forests

covered by clouds.

The drive to Lamb's rock in itself is

memorable. Nature is best enjoyed at

Lamb's Rock as it is located away from

the hustle and bustle.

25.5 KM / 67 Minutes from SAVOY



DOLPHIN’S NOSE 

Dolphin's Nose is essentially a huge rock

that resembles the nose of a dolphin.

There are ravines on either side of

Dolphin's Nose, including St. Catherine

Falls and Coonoor stream meeting the

Kotagiri stream. These water bodies are

tributaries of the Bhavani River.

On a bright sunny day, visitors can get a

glimpse of St. Catherine Falls from the

top of Dolphin's Nose. Dolphin's Nose is

ideal for outdoor games, like boating

and horse riding, as well as picnics.

30 KM / 75 minutes from SAVOY



AVALANCHE LAKE 

Avalanche Lake was formed naturally in

the year 1823 due to a massive

landslide and therefore is named as

Avalanche Lake. Small waterfalls falling

down from the encircling mountains

creates a picture perfect ambience. The

surrounding forests are so dense that

even sunlight cannot penetrate through

them. The lake is surrounded by a

rolling landscape with blooming flowers

like Magnolias, Orchids and

Rhododendrons

23.7 KM / 56 minutes from SAVOY



MUDUMALAI NATIONAL PARK  

It is considered to be meeting
point of the three southern
states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala
and Karnataka. Situated in the
Nilgiri forest, Mudumalai is
known for its wildlife sanctuary
which is one of the richest
sanctuaries of Southern India
The protected area is home to
several endangered and vulner
able species including Indian
Elephant, Bengal
Tiger, Gaur and Indian Leopard.
There are at least 266 species
of birds in the sanctuary.

46.2 KM / 98 Minutes
from SAVOY.



BANDIPUR NATIONAL PARK   

Bandipur is one of the premier Tiger

Reserves in the country along with

the adjoining Nagarhole National

Park. Once the private hunting

ground of the Maharajas of Mysore,

the park also harbors Indian

elephants, spotted deer, gaurs

(bison), antelopes and numerous

other native species.

There is a ban on traffic from 9 pm to

6 am of dusk to dawn to help bring

down the death rate of wildlife.

41.5 KM / 85 minutes from SAVOY



VISIT TO TRIBAL VILLAGE 
The tribes constitutes half of the
Nilgiris population. The Todas, the
Badagas, the Kurumbas, the Irulas
and the Kotas are the original
inhabitants of the Nilgiris.

While the towns in the district
presented a secular look, the people
in the villages largely followed the
tribal life styles.

The visit focuses on the customs,
traditions and the culture of TODA
tribe as they presented an interesting
insight into the lives in Nilgiris Hills.

3.5 KM / 9 Minutes from SAVOY



Thank You.
book.savoy@seleqtionshotels.com

+91 423 2225500

#77, Sylk’s Road, Ooty, Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu, India 643 001

mailto:book.savoy@seleqtionshotels.com

